Course: EDST 403: Education, Knowledge and Curriculum  
Section: 102  
Semester/Term: Winter 2, 2016  
Location: PCOM-1002  
Meetings: Fridays 1:00 – 3:00pm  
Cohort: International Baccalaureate Elementary/Middle  
Instructor: Handel Wright.  Office: West Mall Annex 201.  Tel: 604-822-2705.  handel.wright@ubc.ca

EDST 403 (1): Education, Knowledge and Curriculum

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Ideas about curriculum and pedagogy cannot be disconnected from ideas about knowledge and truth. After all, who would argue that teachers should teach their students false ideas rather than true ones, and things they merely believe or guess rather than things they know? But as soon as we talk about “knowledge” and “truth,” questions arise: Can teachers teach anything that is absolutely true, or only what hasn’t been proven false yet? How do they determine what counts as “true,” and how can they help students think critically about whether what they learn is true?

Moreover, since no school can teach everything there is to know in the world, choices have to be made about the knowledge that is included in and excluded from the curriculum. What knowledge has been considered of most worth, and how has this shaped curriculum decisions? How do Aboriginal conceptions of knowledge and truth differ from European conceptions, and what conceptions of knowledge and truth do people hold elsewhere in the world? How are ideas about knowledge and truth changing in the context of online search engines, informational websites and other digital media, and how are educators to respond?

COURSE OBJECTIVES
At the end of this course, students will be able to:
• recognize how curriculum choices reflect social ideas about knowledge and its value;
• articulate the difference between knowledge and belief;
• identify the role education plays in helping students question knowledge claims and their justification;
• understand the tensions that can arise between beliefs and knowledge in educational contexts, and begin to articulate an educational response to these tensions;
• appreciate differences between Euro-Canadian and Aboriginal ideas about knowledge and knowledge acquisition;
• recognize how digital media change our relationship to knowledge, and begin to articulate an educational response to the ethical challenges that come with this.
RELATION TO THE BC MINISTRY OF EDUCATION STANDARDS
The readings, class discussions and assignments in this course primarily contribute to teacher candidates’ attainment of Standard 6: **Educators have a broad knowledge base and understand the subject areas they teach.** The course helps teacher candidates understand that curriculum selections, both in general and the specific subject area(s) they teach, is based on ideas about certain kinds of knowledge being more valuable than others. Second, it helps them recognize how Aboriginal ideas about sources and representations of knowledge can guide educational choices. Third, it helps them understand how the ability to justify knowledge claims is a fundamental ability in a democratic society.

COURSE ASSESSMENT - Class Participation and Final Assignment
The course is graded on a **pass/fail** basis. In a professional faculty, passing a course entails both good academic performance as well as active participation in learning activities. Students are expected to meet all criteria to receive a passing mark in the course. Course assessment will be based on participation in class discussions (individual contributions to group work especially) and a final assignment which can consist of an individual paper OR substantial contribution to an in-class presentation. In cases where students fail to meet expected standards, they will have the opportunity to revise and resubmit the final assignment. In group work, students who the group indicates did not contribute will be asked to write and pass a final paper in order to obtain a pass in the course.

There is one assignment for this course. Students can choose to do an individual written paper or form and contribute substantially to an in-class group presentation.

**Final Paper OR Group Presentation**

**Final Paper**
1. Write a group paper (about 10 to 12 pages- page count includes cover page and list of references page) based on the in class group presentation. Expand on the one page summary and bring in additional readings to make for a coherent essay on the topic.
2. Write a short paper (6 to 8 pages- page count includes cover page and list of references page) that answers the question: **What do you think “every Canadian needs to know” today? Is there something that is currently not commonly taught that you think should be core curriculum?** Make sure that you justify your answer, i.e. that you explain clearly why the core curriculum that you are proposing is important for Canadians today.
3. Find a topic on Wikipedia that is related to a pedagogical or curricular area of interest in your teaching practice. Contribute information to the entry or improve the information provided. In a short paper (4 to 6 pages- including cover page and list of references page) Describe what you added or changed and why, and reflect on the experience (For example, did you keep track of whether your contribution remained on the web, or whether it was subsequently changed by someone else? Does the fact that you are now a co-author of Wikipedia change how you see this source?)
4. Write a short paper (6 to 8 pages- including cover page and list of references page) that addresses identity (yours and/or others’), social justice and curriculum. In other
words explore how a form of identity (e.g., gender, aboriginality, race, sexual orientation in its individual, group and/or global scale) is taken into account in the school curriculum (e.g., anti-racist education) and what changes you feel could be made to take up identity and representation more overtly and for better social/global justice results.

For final paper assignments please ensure you paginate, include at least 3 references (about 6 for group paper), double space your text and use 12 font; use APA or another style format; have a cover page (your full name, title of your paper, clear indication of which question you are answering, course title and number, instructor’s name); list of references (separate page at end of the document).

**Group Presentation (Made in class on one of the last 2 Classes):**

In a group (6 to 10 people) plan and make a presentation on a topic related to the course but not covered in the outline themes. Examples of topics: Curriculum of the Past; Discussion of Curriculum of a School Subject; Our Views on Teachers and the Curriculum; Education for Global Justice; Education and the Environment; Feminism as an Approach to Education. Presentation session will be half an hour and within that time you are to present (15 minutes) and discuss with the class in a Q&A and interactive session (15 minutes). Please include a one page summary that names the topic, summarizes the points made, indicates some of the references used. We will discuss dates on which presentations will be made (normally one of the last 2 classes of the course).

**Assessment criteria for the written assignment:**

**Pass:** In order to obtain a passing grade in the course you must attend class regularly, participate in class discussions and write a final paper worthy of a Pass. Such a final paper is one that is (1) readable and well organized (concise, has introduction, body and conclusion, has proper cover page and references, is paginated, proofread for grammar, spelling, and punctuation errors); (2) provides examples; (3) makes a clear argument (e.g., supports claims, makes clear transitions); (4) highlights an important educational issue; (5) includes your insights and conclusions and (6) makes use of the course literature and where appropriate, class discussions.

**Fail:** A failing grade will be assigned to a student who misses several classes without valid excuse such as doctor supported absence for illness or who attends but does not actively participate in class discussions. Also a failing grade will be assigned for a final essay that (1) is not readable and well organized (2) contains recurring errors of grammar, spelling, and punctuation; (3) lacks examples; (4) lacks transitions between thoughts or fails to make a coherent argument; (5) fails to address an important educational issue and (6) fails to draw on class discussions as appropriate and course readings.

**Assessment criteria for the presentation assignment:**

**Pass:** In order to obtain a passing grade in the course you must attend class regularly, participate in class discussion and participate in the formation, planning and delivery of the in-class presentation. Such a presentation should include a clear topic, points made about that topic, presentation format (can be simply taking turns reading or include skits,
brief videoclips, etc) and must engage the class (time for Q&A, prepared activity for class, etc) and there must be a one page summary of the topic, points made and references used.

Fail: A failing grade will be assigned to a student who misses several classes without valid excuse such as doctor supported absence for illness or who attends but does not actively participate in class discussions. Also a failing grade will be assigned for a group presentation where the group reports a particular member or members did not participate in planning; topic and/or points made were not clear; no written summary was submitted within the week of the presentation.

RELEVANT WEB RESOURCES
- [http://coreknowledge.org](http://coreknowledge.org) The Core Curriculum Project

RELEVANT VIDEOS
- [http://vimeo.com/9679174](http://vimeo.com/9679174) - Blue Gold: The Tsilhqot’in Fight for Teztan Biny (Fish Lake) (40 mins- intersection of identity and environmentalism)
- [http://vimeo.com/51356676](http://vimeo.com/51356676) - UN Global Education: A World at School (5 mins)
- [http://www.youtube.com/](http://www.youtube.com/) The Levels of Multicultural Education (Sonia Nieto- 4 mins- multiculturalism and multicultural education)
- [http://vimeo.com/53447230](http://vimeo.com/53447230) Ecojustice: A Tale of Two Valleys (Canada and Brazil- few minutes- communities, environmentalism and justice)
- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDnAUJWJN08](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDnAUJWJN08) Noam Chomsky: Purpose of Education (22 mins)
- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCQNryM0FeU](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCQNryM0FeU) Jacqueline Simmons: Challenging Assumptions About Education (18 mins)
- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hhzWEVCiko](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hhzWEVCiko) Jessica Morris: “I’m Sexy and I Know it” (Gender Equity in Global Education) (9mins)
**COURSE OUTLINE**

Please note that you will be assigned to read only ONE essay each week and will be required to discuss in a group (composed of others who have read that essay) and then the group will share its thoughts on the essay with the rest of the class.

**Jan 8: Introduction to Course: The Question of Knowledge in Education**


**Jan 15: Knowledge and Curriculum, Imagining the Future**

- Chudnovsky, D. (Fall, 2005). The great schools project: How good is our school? How can we know? *Our Schools/Our Selves*, p. 25-46.

**Jan 22: Indigenous Conceptions, Sources, and Representations of Knowledge**


**Jan 29: Education for Identity and Social Justice**


**Feb 5: Truth and Credibility in the Digital Age *(Final Paper Due)*

www.u.arizona.edu/~trevors/nature_15dec2005_wikipedia.pdf

http://www.editlib.org/p/27619 (NB: accessible from within UBC library only)

Feb 12: The Ethics of Working With Knowledge in the Digital Age


COURSE READINGS AND FURTHER READINGS


